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Build strategy and 

manage risk through 

the lens of geopolitics 

and macroeconomics.

Understand the forces shaping the future of your 

organization

Assess their economic impact

Separate noise from signal

Find better options

A unique global network

We are a division of Expeditors, one of the world’s foremost 

supply chain companies. Our core team of global, regional 

and industry experts is complemented by our extended 

network of logistics and supply chain practitioners on the 

ground in 350 locations in 100+ countries globally.

Quantifying impact is at the heart of 

our value

We believe that geopolitics and macroeconomics can shape 

any business. But understanding them is only half the story: 

we combine qualitative analysis and proprietary data to 

quantify impact on your business and produce actionable 

insights. 

We focus on what matters

We fully integrate macroeconomic and geopolitical analysis, 

unlike any other consulting firm. Our approach is tailored to 

the issues, geographies and industries you care about. We 

focus on getting to the so-what of politics – so you don’t 

have to.
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▪ India will likely impose barriers to trade with China this year in view of a growing trade deficit, but India’s reliance on 

China for intermediates will limit the pace of decoupling

▪ Russian dependence on China is expected to grow given that sweeping sanctions has made China the dominant 

import partner for Russia and a key destination for Russia’s mineral fuel exports

China maintains 

pragmatic ties with 

India and Russia

▪ China’s domestic policy priorities of tech self-sufficiency and raising productivity remain the same with a new 

Politburo Standing Committee in power

▪ Officials aim to reform industrial funds to improve market allocation and hasten labor and productivity reforms

▪ However, existing demographic challenges and fiscal obstacles will limit the effectiveness of these policy 

interventions

New leadership to 

manage long-term 

vulnerabilities

▪ Decline in US-China relations inbuilt into 2023, providing momentum for more US restrictions on China

▪ Beijing has few viable policy responses to existing and incoming restrictions

▪ China will struggle to improve ties with the EU due to its economic support for Russia and unfulfilled investment 

commitments, precluding a revival of the CAI investment deal

China struggles to 

limit decline in 

relationship with the 

West

▪ Given the downturn in ties with the West, China will focus on deepening relations with LATAM to secure new markets 

but Chinese state lending unlikely to reach 2010s levels

▪ Trade and FDI in ASEAN will remain on upward trajectory, although South China Sea tensions will drive trust deficit 

▪ China will seek to expand trade with these two regions through major trade deals like RCEP and CPTPP, but China’s 

progress in trade with RCEP partners is uneven and its CPTPP bid is unlikely

China pivots to 

Southeast Asia and 

LATAM

▪ China’s economic recovery will be bumpy given its hasty exit from zero-COVID. Beijing’s stimulus, vaccination, and 

property sector policies will determine the extent and pace of economic growth for this year

▪ Beijing’s strategy to drive growth through consumption will be limited by the reality of tight local government 

finances and lingering headwinds

▪ Instead, local governments will face pressure to revert to traditional drivers of growth that are unsustainable

China’s economy 

faces a bumpy 

recovery
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Q1 GDP suggests annual growth will hit 5%

Source: Onyx scenario analysis using Oxford Economics’ Global Economic Model
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• China is managing the pandemic through herd 

immunity instead of ramping up vaccinations 

• Expansionary fiscal policy has not emerged to 

buoy consumption and private investment

• Property sector stabilizes as Beijing supports 

developers to finish projects, boost home sales

• Exports remain weak with slow global growth 

but expected to pick up 2H 2023

• More infectious or lethal variants emerge

• China re-implements patchwork movement 

restrictions, pausing any recovery

• Uncertainty causes a surge in household savings, 

depressing demand further and exacerbating 

property developers’ liquidity problems

• Growth mimics 2022 levels under similar conditions
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But many headwinds remain

Source: Onyx

CONSUMPTION

▪ Consumption has 
recovered more rapidly 
than expected

▪ However, further growth 
will be limited by excess 
savings, the property 
sector downturn that 
strains household balance 
sheets, and high 
household debt levels.

GOVERNMENT SPENDING

▪ Real estate investment 
growth will remain weak 
as Beijing maintains 
lending caps on some 
developers and limited 
easing measures fail to 
raise home sales

▪ Although, public 
infrastructure investment 
will be a growth driver 
with policy support from 
Beijing

INVESTMENT

▪ Softening global demand 
in 2023 will result in weak 
export orders, capping a 
major growth driver for 
China

▪ Potential US trade 
restrictions on China 
remain a wild card in 
capping China’s exports

NET EXPORTS

BASELINE: 5.0% GDP GROWTH, BELOW CONSENSUS

▪ China will maintain 
prudent monetary policy 
and credit growth to 
support what Beijing 
considers a natural 
rebound in the economy

▪ Therefore, Beijing is also 
unlikely to unleash large 
scale financial stimulus 
due to debt concerns in 
local governments
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Historical and short-term factors limit rise in private consumption

Source: Oxford Economics, National Bureau of Statistics, Onyx

Return to growth through private 

consumption is a top priority in 2023…

CHINA’S GDP GROWTH (%) PRIVATE CONSUMPTION AND 

INVESTMENT AS SHARE OF GDP (%)

OECD average consumption, 

2022 = 60% of GDP

…  and consumer confidence has picked up 

in Q1…

... but there is a heavy structural economic 

bias in favor of savings, investment, and 

exports at expense of consumption
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Continued decline in property sector eats into fiscal revenue

Source: PRC Ministry of Finance, Sina, Bloomberg, Oxford Economics, Onyx

▪ On average, land sales revenue 

accounts for more than 40% of total 

fiscal revenue 

▪ Continued decline in land sales will 

eat into local government budgets

▪ Local governments will focus on 

paying debt obligations instead of 

spending on education, healthcare 

and other social programs that 

would boost consumption

▪ Without strong consumption, local 

officials will revert to infrastructure 

investment to drive growth, even if 

it worsens debt pressures and yields 

diminishing returns

Government Debt & Balance

% of GDP

Land Fiscal Dependence Ratio

Land sales revenue % of total fiscal 

revenue

New Special Purpose Bond Quota

RMB trillion

Beijing warned it 

would not bail out 

indebted local 

governments

SPBs are off-
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fund infrastructure 
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Government unwilling or unable to tolerate cost of reforms

Signposts:

• The central government 

tightens borrowing caps on 

the property sector

• Highly indebted developers 

face strain on their balance 

sheets

• Real estate investment and 

new home sales fall as 

market sentiment worsens

• Without new revenue, some 

developers begin defaulting 

and enter restructuring talks

Structural reforms are needed 

to deleverage the property 

sector

Upstream

Building 

materials
Land providers

Midstream

Design 

consultancies

Interior design 

firms

Developers
Financial 

institutions

Warehouse 

operators

Downstream

Mortgage 

owners

Prospective 

homebuyers

…however, this poses downside risks 

to actors across upstream, midstream, 

and downstream property sector, 

amounting to 25% of China’s economy

Furniture firms

Increased risk of bond 

default by local 

governments who rely on 

land sales revenue

Potentially wiping off 30% 

of value from household 

balance sheets allocated 

to property

Economic reforms needed 

for robust long term 

growth pose significant 

short-term risks

Property risks may spread 

to banking system as 

property loans account 

for around 25% of total 

banking sector credit

In early 2023, the central 

government eased credit 

restrictions, cut mortgage 

rates and provided policy 

support to the sector 

upon seeing the 

economic cost of its 

reforms 

Source: Onyx
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New PBSC to focus on implementing Xi’s priorities

Source: Asia Society, Statista, Onyx

SELF-RELIANCE IN SCIENCE AND TECH SECTOR

Made in China 2025 Dual circulation

Aims to have Chinese firms 

be global leaders in ten high 

tech industries by 2025 and 

for China to be a global tech 

superpower by 2049

Encourages Chinese firms to 

rely on strong domestic 

demand (internal 

circulation), while continuing 

to attract global production 

resources (external 

circulation)

Rationale

• Reduce dependence on foreign core technologies

• Raise domestic productivity

1,030 1,185 1,302 1,417 1,568 1,761 1,968
2,214

2,439
2,766

3,087

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

+12%

China’s R&D Expenditure

RMB billion

RAISING PRODUCTIVITY

Rationale

• Maintain high level of growth as rising labor costs diminish 

attractiveness of low-value add manufacturing model

Agriculture

Consolidate 

farmland, 

introduce 

large-scale 

farming to 

increase agri. 

productivity

Urbanization

Improve 

hukou system, 

expand urban 

social benefits 

for migrants 

to encourage 

urbanization

Education

Expand 

preschool and 

compulsory 

education, 

emphasize 

STEM 

curriculum

Aging

Raise 

retirement 

age, 

restructure 

pensions, 

incentivize 

new births

China’s Labor Productivity Growth

YoY % growth

0

5

10

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

1 2
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Officials to reform industrial funds and improve fund allocation

Source: CEPR, Zero2IPO Research, Onyx

Policy direction unchanged

New leadership remains committed to MIC 

2025 and dual circulation goals as drive for 

self-sufficiency took center stage at the 20th

Party Congress. Beijing pledged to increase 

spending on science and tech by 2% in 2023.

Funds to be streamlined and disciplined

Drop in no. and amount of new funds does not 

mean China is scaling down its industrial 

subsidies. 

Instead, China will streamline funds into more 

disciplined instruments and increase party 

oversight of fund allocation, given historical 

issues of overcapacity, redundancy between 

funds, and poor management.

Case study on fund reform

Beijing appointed a former government official 

as the new head of the Big Fund and provided 

a $1.9 billion yuan capital infusion into YMTC 

after an anti-graft campaign last year.0
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Productivity reforms

But unlikely to fully mitigate rising wages and aging workforce

Source: Global Times, Dai et. al (2022), Onyx

China’s Estimates of Working Age Population (Age 15-59)

Million persons

China hastens labor and productivity reforms, but they are 

insufficient to reverse existing demographic trends

Rising labor costs and aging population threatens viability of low-

cost manufacturing model

Average Wage Levels in Labor-intensive Manufacturing

RMB

Labor reforms

• China will progressively extend retirement age from 2025 to 

2055. Yet, labor force unlikely to substantially increase

• Over 2/3rd of elderly population intend to remain in or re-

enter workforce, according to a recruitment survey in Oct

• However, they face re-employment challenges such as age 

discrimination and lack of professional skills that are not 

addressed by retirement age reforms

Demographic reforms

• Despite the three-child policy in 2021, high costs of child 

raising preclude an increase in the birth rate. In 2022, raising a 

child in Shanghai or Beijing averaged around a million RMB

• China plans to improve rural education, liberalize the hukou 

policy, and develop megacity clusters to boost urbanization

• But effectiveness of productivity reforms set back by local 

fiscal obstacles and priorities 
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Local priorities in the balance

Source: Kam Wing Chan (2021), CSIS, Onyx

2014-

2020

2021-

2022

State Council released the National 

New-type Urbanization Plan (2014–

2020) to guide the transition of 

100m migrant workers from rural to 

urban hukou and reduce the urban 

social benefits gap from 17.2% in 

2012 to 15%.

National Development and Reform 

Commission (NDRC) called on 

cities with populations <3 million to 

remove all hukou restrictions

CENTRAL DIRECTIVE: Hukou Liberalization

However, local governments are 

disincentivized from granting urban hukous 

because of limited fiscal resources for public 

goods for non-locals

*Migrant population = urban population – urban hukou population

Urban and Migrant Population in China

% of total population

16 16 17 18 19
16 16 16 16 16 19

34 35 35 36 36 40 41 42 43 44
45

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Target = 15%

Migrant population without urban social benefits*

Urban hukou population (i.e. with permits)
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And turns to other regions in search of trade and investment

Source: Onyx

US AND EU LATAM AND ASEAN

China-US ties

Decline in US-China relations 

inbuilt into 2023, providing 

momentum for more US 

trade and investment 

restrictions on China

China-EU ties

China will struggle to 

improve ties with EU due to 

economic support for Russia 

and unfulfilled investment 

commitments, precluding 

revival of CAI investment 

deal

China-LATAM ties

China will focus on 

deepening ties with LATAM 

to secure new markets for 

Chinese firms, but Chinese 

state lending will unlikely 

recover to 2010s levels

China-ASEAN ties

Trade and investment in 

ASEAN will remain on 

upward trajectory, although 

tensions in the South China 

Sea will drive trust deficit in 

the region

INDIA AND RUSSIA

China-India ties

India wary of high trade 

deficit in China and may 

impose trade barriers this 

year, but decoupling unlikely 

since India relies on China 

for intermediates

MAJOR TRADE DEALS

RCEP

While China-RCEP partner 

trade has grown, progress is 

uneven and some countries 

remain cautious about the 

influx of Chinese goods into 

local markets

CPTPP

China has prioritized its 

CPTPP bid but admission 

will be complicated by its 

existing policies and 

priorities

China-Russia ties

Russian dependence on 

China as an import partner 

for advanced goods and key 

destination for fuel exports 

will increase as the war 

persists

Attempts to limit decline… …pivots to ASEAN and LATAM for market access, trade, FDI… …maintain trade dependence
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Confrontational dynamics between China and US to persist

Source: Onyx

Even with the change in Chinese 

leadership, the PBSC will continue to 

be wary of perceived attempts by the 

US to constrain its growth

At the 20th National Party Congress, 

Xi Jinping stated that China would not 

yield to “external attempts to 

blackmail, contain, blockade, and exert 

maximum pressure on China”.

This view of US behavior adds to tense

dynamics between both countries, 

which can provide momentum to fresh 

US action on China

Existing proposals fall across three 

categories: 1) trade, 2) investment, and 

3) other restrictions. As of Q1, there 

are 9 potential and incoming 

proposals

Category Initiative Industry

Trade
Total ban on sale of American technology to 

Huawei
Telecoms

Trade
Enhanced enforcement of Uyghur Forced 

Labor Protection Act (UFLPA)
All sectors

Trade
Additional export license requirements for 

unspecified chip-making equipment
Semis

Trade
Ban on export of crude and refined oil to 

China
Oil and gas

Investment
Ban on all American investment in high-end 

Chinese technology
Technology

Investment
Screening outbound investment from US to 

“countries of concern” including China
All sectors

Investment
Ban on Chinese purchases of US agricultural 

land
Agriculture

Others
Ban on oil from US Strategic Petroleum 

Reserve from being exported to China
Oil and gas

Others Total ban on TikTok Social media
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Few trade and investment policy options available

Source: Onyx

POLICY OPTION RATIONALE LIKELIHOOD

Retaliate against specific 

firms, citing national 

security reasons or 

through the Anti-Foreign 

Sanctions Law (AFSL)

• Officials can cite national security reasons, 

regulatory deficiencies, and other administrative 

reasons to impose fines, investigate business 

operations, freeze assets, and impose travel bans 

on executives of foreign firms

• Under the AFSL, PRC entities affected by foreign 

sanctions can also sue for compensation

MEDIUM

Targeting foreign firms operating in China can 

shake investor confidence and risk the inflow of 

FDI into the country, which Beijing is trying to 

encourage this year. Even though FDI inflows into 

China in 2021 are the highest since 1979, this is 

matched by record MNC divestments from China.

Restrict exports of critical 

inputs where China 

controls a significant 

percentage of global 

production

• China can delay, restrict the exports of critical or 

even prohibit them entirely to place pressure on 

American supply chains

• Industries that are more vulnerable to export 

restrictions from China include: EV batteries, rare 

earths, downstream chip testing and packaging, 

solar energy

MEDIUM

These restrictions will likely accelerate reshoring 

and onshoring processes. Chinese firms who mine, 

process and manufacture these materials are also 

likely to shoulder the economic burden of a 

sudden loss of sales.

Indirect Response: China 

focuses on decoupling its 

critical supply chains from 

the West

• China accelerates efforts to build up domestic tech 

supply chains to progressively insulate Chinese 

firms from the trade and investment restrictions. 

ALREADY IN PLACE

This is the current status quo. China has 

emphasized self-reliance in strategic technologies 

as a national priority in the 20th party congress.
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Past and present actions heighten EU concerns with China

Source: Rhodium Group, Bruegel, Onyx

Chinese FDI by Country Groups

… and it continues to provide economic support to 

Russia

China-Russia Trade

USD billion

China has not met its 2012 commitments to increase investment in Central 

and Eastern Europe…
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Even as China renews calls to revive it

Source: Onyx, CSIS

COMPREHENSIVE 

AGREEMENT ON 

INVESTMENT 

(CAI)

INCENTIVES DISINCENTIVES

• The CAI’s core provisions 

aim to protect and 

encourage EU investment in 

China

• These include greater 

market access for EU firms, 

creating a more level 

playing field, and 

commitments to sustainable 

development

• China is willing to lift 

sanctions on European 

Parliament simultaneously 

to resuscitate the deal

• Ratification lacks political 

backing from European 

capitals as the EU is seeking 

more broadly to de-risk 

bilateral ties with China

• The benefits of the CAI may 

be eroded by poor 

enforcement of the 

commitments China 

promised

• Market openings are limited 

to EVs, renewables and 

services, but tech remains 

restricted to equity caps

China has repeatedly called for 

the revival of the CAI for two 

motivations: 

1) to attract inbound FDI into 

China, a major 2023 aim and

2) To improve ties with the EU

However, EU ratification of the 

CAI is unlikely as it faces more 

disincentives than incentives…
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However, Chinese state lending unlikely to reach 2010 levels

Source: fDi Intelligence, IMF, Onyx

Value of Chinese Greenfield FDI Projects in LATAM by Sector

USD millions

Chinese FDI is pivoting to telecoms and consumer as players seek to 

capture market share where recipient countries are less competitive, 

although raw materials and manufacturing remain the largest sectors…

…however, Chinese state lending to LATAM is unlikely to reach 

2010s levels as policy banks are becoming more selective in 

overseas projects 

Policy bank financing 

capacity limited by 

bailout loans to BRI 

countries, which are in 

debt distress due to 

deteriorating global 

economy and Russia-

Ukraine war

Policy Bank Loans to Latin America and the Caribbean
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But China’s influence limited to economic, diplomatic relations

Source: American Enterprise Institute, ITC Trademap, Lowy Institute Onyx

Southeast Asia is likely to continue being the 

largest recipient of Chinese BRI investment 

despite overall global decline in BRI funding

China-Southeast Asia trade is similarly on a 

consistent upward trajectory, buoyed by 

RCEP implementation

However, China’s influence mainly limited to 

economic and diplomatic ties; Southeast 

Asia wary on working with Chinese defense

BRI Investment Across Regions

USD millions
China-ASEAN Trade

USD billions
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Increase in trade with RCEP participants uneven across regions

Source: Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation Policy Support Unit, Onyx

China Trade with RCEP 

Partners

RMB trillion

Trade with RCEP partners has 

grown in just the first 11 

months

…but China’s trade with East Asian RCEP participants will grow 

at a slower rate relative to other partner countries

Tariff Lines Fully Liberalized After 10 Years or Longer

% of total tariff lines

… and RCEP partners remain wary 

of Chinese goods flooding into 

their markets

Philippines

• Federation of Free Farmers 

called on Marcos to meet with 

agriculture stakeholders to stem 

RCEP’s potential negative 

impacts

Indonesia

• Lawmakers raised concerns in 

late 2022 that local firms not 

prepared to face new 

competition and lacked capacity 

to join global supply chains

11.8

2021 Jan to 
Nov 2022

10.9

+8%

Liberalization of 

China’s tariffs 

slowest for Japan 

and South Korea 

and fastest for 

ASEAN

61

48

24

24

22

Japan

South Korea

Australia

New Zealand
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But admission complicated by existing policies and priorities

Source: Brookings, Onyx

DRIVERS CONSTRAINTS

• Southeast Asian 

CPTPP members 

expressed interest 

or support in 

China’s accession 

to CPTPP, namely 

Malaysia, 

Singapore, and 

Vietnam.

• China’s policies and priorities 

deviate from CPTPP standards. 

However, China will likely push for 

exceptions to CPTPP rules such as 

those on SOE regulations that 

Mexico and Vietnam currently 

enjoy.

• Admission is dependent on the 

consent of all member countries;

sentiment around China is divided

• China’s accession bid will conflict 

directly with Taiwan’s. As Taiwan 

is closer to CPTPP standards, its 

potential admission will almost 

certainly exclude China’s

POLICY 

AREA

CHINA’S POLICIES AND 

PRIORITIES
CPTPP STANDARDS

DATA 

FLOWS

Data localization 

requirements, restrictions 

on cross-border data 

transfers, data security

laws

Open data flows with 

broad exceptions for 

national security, 

government data, and 

data for public policy 

purposes

LABOR 

RIGHTS

Alleged poor labor 

conditions in China’s 

factories and Belt and 

Road projects

National laws provide 

protection for workers 

including the elimination 

of forced labor.

ROLE 

OF 

SOES

State support to SOEs, 

which serve industrial 

policy aims and retain 

government control over 

strategic sectors

A level playing field 

between SOEs and 

private competitors, 

including information 

disclosures and non-

discrimination guidelines

CPTPP 

membership was 

elevated to policy 

priority after 

mention at 14th

National People’s 

Congress…

However, accession faces more constraints China will struggle to meet CPTPP standards
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Despite protectionist measures from India

Source: ITC TradeMap; Onyx, Sudip Chaudhuri (2021)
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• But decoupling unlikely to occur in short term 

because India relies on China for intermediate and 

higher value goods such as pharmaceuticals

Skirmishes at the Line of 

Actual Control, an ill-

defined boundary 

between China and India, 

since 2020 has not 

disrupted trade growth China’s share of India’s imports
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As Russia’s isolation makes it increasingly dependent on China

Source: Bruegel, Onyx

Russian mineral fuel exports to China has 

expanded rapidly since the war began, as Russia 

seeks to offload its crude supply

In return, Russia relies heavily on Chinese exports 

of advanced goods, given that Moscow has limited 

access to Western tech
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Russian dependence on China 

is expected to increase as the 

war persists

Dominant import partner

• China’s economic leverage 

over Russia will increase as 

sanctions continue to 

prohibit Russia’s main 

import partners, Germany, 

Netherlands, and South 

Korea from trading with it 

Chinese military aid unclear

• Potential Chinese exports 

of weapons and military 

technologies to Russia will 

bolster Moscow’s reliance 

on China beyond trade

• It remains unclear if China 

has or intends to provide 

military aid to Russia
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